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Overview 

•  The status of EM observations of “local” galaxies, 
implications for NANOGrav/PTAs 

•  A novel (better?) model for the merger history of 
supermassive black holes 

•  Implications for gravitational waves in the PTA 
band from mergers at z < 1 

•  To what extent is our result in tension with other 
theoretical estimates and observation 

•  Why we still can be (and think we are) right 



MBHBs with PTAs 
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•  Recent observations question this for Brightest 
Cluster Galaxies (BCGs) 

•  We show that the observed evolution of massive 
galaxies can be matched assuming only mergers 
drive evolution, detail consequences for PTAs. 

•  PTAs observe SMBHB mergers at 
0 < z < ~1 

•  Galaxies evolve due to mergers, 
star formation, and mass loss, all 
were thought to stop at low z – “red 
and dead” 



MBHBs with PTAs 
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Evolution of the Mass Function 
•  Number density of galaxies vs. mass is well-described by the Schechter 

function at z > 1, and for most galaxies at z < 1 
•  However, at z < 1, very massive galaxies (i.e. BCGs) deviate, appear to 

double there mass in 0 < z < 1 despite being red and dead: 

•  BCGs grow by comparable mass (~4:1) mergers based on observations.  
Our simple merger-only model bears this out and duplicates observations. 
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Gravitational wave signature 
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Theoretical estimates vs. observations 

“me”: STM, Ostriker, and Pretorius, http://arxiv.org/abs/1211.5377 
“Sesana”: Sesana, http://arxiv.org/abs/1211.5375 
“PPTA”: Talk by Ryan Shannon  
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Why do we differ with Sesana?  Part I 

•  We assume mergers dominate galaxy evolution for     
z < 1, evolve the mass function numerically.   

•  Sesana combines the observed mass function and 
pair fraction, doesn’t evolve. 

•  If you try to evolve the Sesana mass function using the 
Sesana merger rate self-consistently, you can’t. 

•  Sesana requires that a) galaxies only grow by ~30% 
through mergers since z = 1 and b) star formation is 
as important as mergers for BCGs since z = 1 

•  Ok, but why are our merger rates so different? 
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Why do we differ with Sesana?  Part II 

•  Pre-2010 papers favored ~30-40% mass growth for 
BCGs at z < 1 (though still without star formation). 

•  More recent observations (and simulations with 
baryons) strongly suggest mass doubling since z = 1. 

•  Sesana (and everyone else) uses the Millenium 
simulation - N-body with semi-analytic inclusion of 
some baryonic physics, but not baryonic mass 

•  Baryonic mass can make a HUGE difference: 

•  If β = 9 (NFW) and Mbaryons ~ MDM ,  
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Why are we (sort of) in tension with PPTA? 

•  Technically (i.e. statistically), we’re not 
•  Nontrivial behavior at low frequencies - unclear how to translate 

our model to a bound, but it may only improve as Tobs
1/2 

•  Constraint depends disproportionately on f ~ 1/Tobs, not the f = 
yr-1 that is always referenced.  We actually quoted A(f = yr-1). 



Why don’t others see this dip at low frequency? 
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•  They used a mass-independent tdf 

•  Most recent paper from Sesana uses the pair fraction catalog combined with 
essentially my eq. 12, so he should now see the same dip (he doesn’t show 
his raw strain in his new paper). 



Conclusions 
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•  We’ve estimated the stochastic signal strength, and find it is 
~2x – 5x higher than previous estimates at f = yr-1 

•  NB: Our model should be fully in tension with constraints by 
~2016 iff nature picks a realization with little or no dip at 
low frequencies – otherwise, our model still predicts a 2x – 5x 
stronger signal at f = yr-1, but a much weaker signal overall, with 
sensitivity perhaps only improving as ~Tobs

1/2 

•  If a null result persists until ~2020, either Sesana’s low merger 
rate is right, or there’s a dip (eventually, we’ll know which) 

•  If a null result persists beyond ~2022, then we don’t understand 
the massive BH mass function and/or we don’t understand how 
BHs merge once their galaxies merge 
•  Dynamical friction 
•  Last parsec problem 


